
1 Nick Dryer BNSF

Mark Richards EVRAZ

The Effects of Top of Rail Materials on Head Hardened Rail with the Practice of Rail Grinding

There have been studies of the current effects of top of rail materials and lubricants using twin disk testing. This study will build on previous research and attempt to create a
more real world approach on rail by simulated grinding on head hardened rail steel. A twin disk apparatus will be used to simulate the effects of the wheel and rail
interaction. After a set number of cycles the disks will be re-machined to remove surface level cracking thus simulating a grind cycle.

2 Brad Kerchof Norfolk Southern

Development of Switch Point Inspection Gauges to Reduce Wheel Climb Derailments

Most wheel climb derailments at switch points are caused by a combination of a worn switch point and a worn wheel. And while the mechanical department has a number
of AAR-approved gauges to evaluate wheel profile compliance, there is precious little guidance provided by industry or government for identifying high-risk switch points.
Railroad territories that have few switch point derailments benefit from skilled switch inspectors, who likely acquired their knowledge through experience - by seeing first-
hand which switch point profiles caused derailments. This is a costly way to develop a switch inspector. Recognizing a deficiency in inspector education as well as a
significant opportunity to improve track safety, the University of Delaware Railway Engineering Department submitted a successful switch inspection research proposal to
the TRB's Safety IDEA Committee.

The project team, which included rail industry partners, began by identifying switch point inspection practices used by two European railroads. The team found that these
railroads employed a number of gauges that identified undesirable wheel flange contact and assessed switch point shape and stock rail fit. Concluding that these gauges
greatly enhanced the effectiveness of switch point inspection, the team replicated four of the gauges and tested them on worn points in a US rail yard. While two of the
gauges were judged ineffective, two were recognized as offering real value in identifying wheel-climb risk. After several modification and test iterations, three gages were
selected for further study, including a gauge that reflected the climbing potential of a worn wheel.

In the project’s second phase, the team will complete the development of a set of gauges that will identify high-risk switch points, confirm industry acceptance of the gauges
through field testing on several railroads, and promote their use as an aid to switch inspection.

3 Darrell Cantrell Cantrell Rail Services, Inc.

Tom Bourgonje CN Rail

Transition from Bridge End to Bridge and Bridge to Bridge End

Two main problems have existed for years in the railroad industry. The low bridge ends have been causing damage to the bridges and causing damage to bridge ends. Both
of these have been a severe maintenance issue. For years the railway engineering departments have been trying to match the Vertical Track Modulus at these locations.
They have used 9 -10 foot transition ties between concrete or regular woos tie tracks. Thus normally the transition area becomes extremely muddy. The purpose of this
paper is to show how different plates on the bridge can reduce the impact loading on the bridge. Transitioning off the rigid bridge structure onto the bridge end causes
excessive loading of the sub-grade. When the bridge ends are low and the train goes onto the bridge, the impact loading is severe, causing damage to the bridge and the
supports under the bridge. ( Not only damaging the Bridge but is damaging the rail with impact and sets up a lateral loading that not only damages the rail but also the
locomotive wheels. And it eventually does damage to the car wheels.) The vertical track modulus on the bridge is 12,000 to 13,000 psi and the vertical track modulus is 3500
to 7000 psi on wood or concrete tie tracks. The paper will look at different transitions on the bridge ends, not only on concrete and steel open deck structures but also on
concrete ballast deck. On concrete tie tracks, we have used the wood transition ties for a considerable length of time. This paper will show that when this happens, it sets
up three different transitions in approximately 40 to 50 feet. When this occurs, there are severe maintenance issues and drainage problems as a result. The paper also
emphasizes the importance of determining the cause of the maintenance problems in order to apply the proper solutions. The paper will also explain lateral and vertical
loading on the bridge.
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4 Walter Rosenberger Norfolk Southern

Multilevel Equipment and its Effect on Train Dynamics

Abstract to come

5 Eric Magel NRC

RCF Crack Measurement Update

The presentation will review that state of the technology in the US, which will include a review of what I presented last year - validation work supporting the Draisine and the
MRX measurement devices, as well as some new work. Sperry brought its eddy current device to Roanoke in 2014 and measured RCF in two curve rails that were
programmed for renewal. As it did with the Draisine and the MRX the year before, NS performed post-removal cross-section and milling analysis to validate Sperry's
measurement capability.

6 Andy Kish Kandrew Inc. Consulting Services

Hot Weather Speed Restrictions: Do We Need Them?

Current industry practices on speed reduction at elevated temperatures vary and are based on limited knowledge on buckling temperatures and on contributing parameters
such as rail neutral temperature (RNT), ballast strength, and track quality. Hence current speed restriction policies often result in highly conservative blanket heat
restrictions with severe impacts on revenue and put-through capacity. To remove/reduce such impacts yet still maintain CWR safety, recent industry efforts have focused
on a better understanding of buckling mechanics and its relevance to speed restriction benefits, in particular to: (1) what extent is buckling risk reduced through speed
reductions, and (2) when and where to impose if needed?

These questions will be addressed in this presentation. In particular, basic buckling risk aspects will be discussed, and a new approach will be introduced to determine
temperatures at which speed restrictions should be applied to reduce the risk of track buckling. The approach is based on current best practice guidelines to evaluate the
track’s buckling strength in terms of “safe” allowable temperature increase limits, and on a rail operator accepted “buckling risk index”. Illustrative examples will be provided
to demonstrate the method and its application.

AS SUBMITTED:
A new approach is introduced to determine temperatures at which speed restrictions (SRs) should be applied to reduce the risk of track buckling. The approach is based on
current best practice guidelines to evaluate the track’s buckling strength in terms of “safe” allowable temperature increase limits, and on a rail operator accepted “buckling
risk index”. Illustrative examples demonstrate the method's application.
Industry Relevance: current SRs may be conservative and can be improved!

7 John Peters Union Pacific

David Elvidge LB Foster

The Effect of Train Mounted TOR-FM on Wheel Life and Defects

Abstract to come

8 Allan M Zarembski University of Delaware

New Generation Hand Held Gauges for Inspection of Switch Points

The presentation discusses the development of a series of hand held measurement gauges to address the problem of wheel climb at switch points. These gauges were
developed based on wheel/rail contact theory, European practice, US conditions and practices. These gauges were designed, fabricated and then field tested on three series
of yard tests looking at switches in various conditions. Those gauges that were considered to be ineffective were dropped from consideration.
The specific focus of the evaluations and gauges was on switch point conditions not currently fully addressed by FRA, AREMA or railroad practices but which have been
shown to contribute to wheel climb derailments in switches.



9 Brad Kerchof Norfolk Southern

Broken Spikes and a Derailment

NS suffered a derailment of 20 crude oil tank cars in Vandergrift, PA, in November, 2013. Early indications pointed to a broken stub sill, but that cause was ruled out and the
investigation expanded to consider train handling, freight car condition and track condition. Using on-board locomotive videos from the derailed train and a previous train, a
probable point of derailment was determined. Using video from an adjacent industry's security cameras, the first car to derail was confirmed, as was the probably point of
derailment. Train dynamics modeling eliminated train handling as a cause, and mechanical inspections and wayside detector data indicated that a problem with rolling stock
was not to blame. A second, much closer look at the track components at the probable point of derailment revealed wheel marks consistent with an open-gage derailment.
Ties from the probable PD were recovered from the set-aside track and inspected, and enough broken spikes were found in the spike holes to explain ruptured gage.

Subsequent work by NS examined conditions present where broken spikes have been found: Variations in alignment, sometimes very subtle, in high-degree curves carrying
heavy-axle load trains. This presentation will look at a number of locations with a history of broken spikes, offer an explanation, and suggest strategies to reduce the
likelihood of future broken spike problems.

10 ??? CSX

Wayside Monitoring of Vehicle Performance (machine vision)

Abstract to come

11 ??? xxxx

Effects of Heavy Haul on Defects and Weld Life - How Life Cycles of Rail Versus Welds has Changed Over the Past 20 Years

Abstract to come

12 Simon Broomhead Sperry

Non-stop Ultrasonic Testing

Abstract to come

PANEL DISCUSSION
13 Allan Zarembski (Moderator) University of Delaware

Managing Large Volumes of Data - Turning it in to Something Useful

Larry Biess CSX

??? ???

Joe Palese Harsco

Prof. Nii Attoh-Okine University of Delaware

Modern Railways are making increasing use of new generation track inspection technology to obtain more and more data on the condition of the track. This has led to a
condition known as “big data” where the volume of data is such that traditional analyses techniques are no longer able to make use of all of this data, and important
information is lost. Since railways need to convert this data into useable information to help them plan their maintenance program, there is a need for application of new
and improved analysis techniques to make this conversion from data into information. One such area of improved data analysis is the use of “big data” analysis techniques.
This panel will discuss the need for and use of these improved analysis techniques to help manage the large volume of track inspection data collected by railways to improve
their track maintenance planning.


